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What are your priorities for public
services in our communities?
Calgary is at a critical moment in our history. I
believe we will either follow oil and gas into a long
and painful decline, led by a class of politicians
more interested in winning the game of politics
than in helping the citizens they're serving win the
game of life, or we will rise on our strengths as a
great Western Canadian place to make a great

Canadian life in an increasingly unstable world. My priority is that we rise and my campaign
slogan for the 2021 election is Rise Together. There are three values that must sit at the heart of
our decision to rise and must inform all of the moves we make to get there:

1. we must commit to equity, justice, antiracism, and truth and reconciliation - there is no
recovery that fulfils our promise to each other as Canadians if it is not a recovery for and
with everyone;

2. we must commit to Climate Action - if the pandemic has any one thing to teach us, it's
that we're all in this, as a global civilization, together and we must forthrightly address
this next global challenge that is looming before us; and,

3. we must recommit to the deeply Canadian ideals of democracy and dialogue - we must
recognize that there will be no thriving and diversified private sector without a strong
public sector regulating, serving, and facilitating its success.

In addition, after over six years of responding to the downturn by grinding the cost of our
municipal government downwards (while largely protecting front line services), we have reached
an inflection point. There are very few efficiencies remaining to be wrought and the process of
building towards our best future, which we've started with one-time savings, must be bolstered
with dedicated, year-over-year funds that appear on our municipal tax bills and transparently
communicate the contribution every tax dollar is making. The five funds I’m proposing are:

1. Downtown Reinvention
2. Main Streets and Transit Oriented Development
3. Accessibility, Livable Streets, and Active Modes - the A5 Network
4. Parks, Recreation, and Culture



5. Community Safety Investment Framework - an antiracist, 24/7 alternative emergency
response.

What is your position on private-public partnerships?
I am extremely aware and critical of the neoliberal tendency for P3's to publicize risk and
privatize profits; accordingly I am skeptical of any dogmatism supporting P3 approaches.
However I am also not dogmatically opposed to the concept if it's executed to maximize the
benefits that both the public and private sector can bring to the table while minimizing the
negatives. My impression is that these mutually beneficial arrangements are less probable most
of the time, but I'm always willing to explore the opportunities on a project by project basis. I also
think that benefit-driven/social procurement models applied to P3 scenarios can further
maximize the benefits and minimize the negatives.

What are your priorities for transportation?
Over the last eleven years I believe my assertion that "if the next million Calgarians drive as
much as the first million we're all doomed," went a long way towards framing for a suburban
Council the need to reorient our growth towards walkable neighbourhoods networked by
sustainable infrastructure systems - from a transportation perspective this means focusing on
intra and inter-community active modes and city and region-wide transit solutions. I am seeking
re-election to explicitly continue the work of building a more inclusive, equitable, healthful,
thriving, and resilient city through a focus on active modes and transit as the primary mobility
choices for an increasing number of Calgarians. Further, I have been deeply involved with the
regional file through the Calgary Metropolitan Region Board and I'm very pleased that the
recently Board-ratified regional plan is Transit Oriented Development-focused. As two major first
steps towards changing our regional and provincial transportation habits I'm seeking reelection
to continue to champion and solidify the buildout of the MaxPurple corridor to Chestermere as
well as a Calgary to Banff rail link.

Do you support the change in campaign financing laws?
Yes. The system I've been operating within over the last eleven years of public service has been
frankly appalling - both in terms of the laxity of the rules as well as with the complete lack of
enforcement surrounding the paltry rules that exist. This year's "rules" are the worst yet as they
combine all the issues of the past as well as having super-charged third party
advertisers/political action committees to play a large and opaque role in framing the mindsets
of voters as they head to the polls. Although I benefit from the advantage of incumbency, I'm
deeply concerned with the impacts to democracy that our current system is exacting. As a bare
minimum I support the package of reforms that Mayor Nenshi has proposed over the last eleven
years of advocacy to three provincial governments, although I'd also welcome discussion
surrounding a much broader transformation to publicly-funded elections.



What is your plan to address housing and homelessness in our
communities?
My background in urban design involved a brief (and uncompleted) stint of research towards a
doctorate in urban geography that specifically explored the affordability challenge in mixed-use,
walkable neighbourhoods (2005-2006). The problem is that the economic success of these
neighbourhoods undermines their ability to support/accommodate the mix of incomes necessary
to keep them complete human ecosystems. My Great Neighbourhoods platform built upon the
preliminary results of that research by seeking to establish a community-supported planning
regime that maximized the supply and diversity of market housing options within
neighbourhoods as well as facilitating the location and delivery of a broad suite of non-market
options. This very much remains core to the Rise Together mission. I'm proud of much of the
progress we've made over the last eleven years. On the market side we've finally and
completely solved the secondary suite issue, we've introduced new missing middle housing
districts, we've facilitated - through shorter approvals processes, city-initiated land use
re-designations, and city-funded public realm improvements - higher density transit oriented
development and main street outcomes. On the non-market side we have developed a
nation-leading process whereby we make regularly scheduled (every 18 months) batches of
city-owned land available to the NFP sector in partnership with federal and provincial funders in
service of the mission of delivering the 15,000 units of affordable units required within Calgary to
address our current gap and meet projections. Finally, I have been extremely supportive of the
three-legged stool of the Ten Year Plan to End Homelessness + the Enough for All poverty
reduction strategy + our new Mental Health and Addictions Strategy. However, the increasing
political contestation of this work - for example the "Guidebook for Great Communities for
Everyone" was politically clawed back to the "Guidebook for Great Communities" and then to
the "Guide for Local Area Planning" and then from a statutory document to an internal working
document - has been a major motivator for me in seeking reelection. We must hold the line and
continue to advance this work against the rising tide of NIMBY sentiments (and even darker
motivations) that will shatter our ability to meaningfully address housing and homelessness in
Calgary.

What are your priorities to address the fiscal relationship between the
provincial government and municipalities?
Point five of Great Neighbourhoods focuses on evolving the governance and fiscal relationship
cities in general have, and Calgary in particular has, with the other orders of government - as
well as addressing the critical scale of the region. Great Neighbourhoods remains a core part of
the Rise Together platform and getting our fiscal relationship with the Province of Alberta back
on track is a major contributing factor in my decision to seek reelection.

Federally, I support the recognition of municipalities within the Canadian Constitution - but I
recognize that for the time being this is a bridge too far. Provincially, I have been very pleased to
be part of the development of the Big City Charters that we worked with the previous two
provincial governments to bring into being. This framework addressed a much improved and



most importantly dependable fiscal relationship with the province as well as establishing a
working partnership with regard to ongoing evolutions in roles and responsibilities. The fact,
despite electioneering promises to the contrary, that the Big City Charters have been put on hold
and/or dismantled by the current provincial government is deeply problematic - we must
reinstate the work and commitments. The single biggest commitment that needs to be
reinstated, above and beyond dependable general annual funding, is the commitment to
dedicated annual transit funding (which is essential to completing the GreenLine and the rest of
the Route Ahead).

Regionally, I’m very proud to have played a leadership role in developing and securing Board
support for an environmentally-forward, economy-diversifying, and fiscally responsible Calgary
Regional Plan. This plan currently sits on Minister McIver’s desk awaiting his signature and
ensuring its ratification and implementation is essential to our best future.


